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Overview

Why VRS/RTN ?
The Concept of Virtual Reference Stations
A typical network setup 
Required Hardware
Data communication
VRS Performance 



Classical RTK Surveying

Local reference station required
Error growth with baseline length
Rover/Reference distance is limited due to error 
growth  
Reliability and Performance  decrease with distance
from reference 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Classical RTK =Single base station solutionLimited by distance from single base stationRequires dedicated comms



Limitations of Classical RTK 
Surveying

Limited range from single reference station
Potential gross error in establishing reference station
No integrity monitoring
Dependency on single reference station
Productivity loss
Coordinate System 
Security
Communications FCC
Power supply 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Productivity lost through having to establish base station – locate co-ordinates, set up comms and power, provide security (additional person).Radio frequency and range issues.Battery charging. 



Classic RTK Example

Photo courtesy of Corbis.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Radios are going to go the way of the dinosaur.Image Copyright Corbis.COM. This resolution version freely available from http://search.gallery.yahoo.com/search/corbis_id?p=cid%3A10289008A Larger resolution version is available for $4 from the above link



VRS - How does it work?
Uses observations from multiple reference stations
Continuously monitors integrity of reference station data
Models systematic errors including:

ionosphere
troposphere
satellite orbit errors
multipath

Creates a unique virtual reference station for each user’s 
location
Delivers the data in RTCM or CMR+ format to the rover 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Productivity lost through having to establish base station – locate co-ordinates, set up comms and power, provide security (additional person).Radio frequency and range issues.Battery charging. 



GPS Positioning
Four distance measurements are needed to determine 
position and time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To get a position you need four distance measurements.To help you visualize how this works let’s follow the logic through with some simple diagrams.



GPS Signals

Troposphere and Ionosphere affect signals

Ionosphere

Troposphere

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That’s not to say that everything is perfect in this system.  Our equations earlier assumed a certain constant for the speed of light.  But light only travels at  a constant speed in a vacuum.  In the real world the signals must travel through the ionosphere which contains charged particles and then through our atmosphere which is loaded with water vapor.   These conditions delay the signal a little bit and that delay translates into a position error.We can predict what a typical trip through the atmosphere will do to a signal and subtract that from the actual measurements, but since no single trip will be exactly typical, these corrections aren’t perfectly accurate.This along with some intentional error put into the system by the government are what keep the accuracy of basic GPS at  around 100 meters.But there is a way to get much better accuracy.



GPS Signals

Troposphere
Region of atmosphere where weather occurs (up to 50-80 km 
altitude)
Wet and Dry component 
Varies largely based on water vapor content in the atmosphere
Frequency independent
Affects GPS heights
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Presentation Notes
That’s not to say that everything is perfect in this system.  Our equations earlier assumed a certain constant for the speed of light.  But light only travels at  a constant speed in a vacuum.  In the real world the signals must travel through the ionosphere which contains charged particles and then through our atmosphere which is loaded with water vapor.   These conditions delay the signal a little bit and that delay translates into a position error.We can predict what a typical trip through the atmosphere will do to a signal and subtract that from the actual measurements, but since no single trip will be exactly typical, these corrections aren’t perfectly accurate.This along with some intentional error put into the system by the government are what keep the accuracy of basic GPS at  around 100 meters.But there is a way to get much better accuracy.



GPS Signals
Ionosphere 

Region of atmosphere 50-1000 km filled with 
charged particles
Creates non-linear dispersion of 
electromagnetic signals (frequency dependent)
Varies substantially based on sunspot activity, 
solar flares, latitude and time of day and 
elevation of the satellite signal
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Presentation Notes
That’s not to say that everything is perfect in this system.  Our equations earlier assumed a certain constant for the speed of light.  But light only travels at  a constant speed in a vacuum.  In the real world the signals must travel through the ionosphere which contains charged particles and then through our atmosphere which is loaded with water vapor.   These conditions delay the signal a little bit and that delay translates into a position error.We can predict what a typical trip through the atmosphere will do to a signal and subtract that from the actual measurements, but since no single trip will be exactly typical, these corrections aren’t perfectly accurate.This along with some intentional error put into the system by the government are what keep the accuracy of basic GPS at  around 100 meters.But there is a way to get much better accuracy.



GPS Signals 

Variable signal paths and piercing 
points
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Presentation Notes
By adding a second receiver at a fixed location near where you want to make measurements we can measure those delays and errors and then factor that error into any measurements made by the roving receiver.   This type of GPS is called “Differential GPS” and it’s the basis of all high accuracy GPS.The fixed receiver, which is also called the “reference” receiver doesn’t have to be particularly close to the roving receiver to get good results.  In fact they can be a few hundred kilometers apart.   Many Coast Guard and other government facilities are starting to broadcast corrections, so  for many applications near one of these facilities great accuracy can be achieved without setting up your own reference receiver.



Satellite-Receiver Double 
Differences
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Presentation Notes
ephemeris, sv clock drift, ionospheric, and tropospheric delay - seen over a relatively short period (10-20 min) are seen as relatively constant bias errors in receiver position dataCan be removed by DGPSEphemeris:  errors in the satellite position ( usually <3 m, can be >30 m)Ionospheric delay:  Modeled for L1 or taken out for L1/L2  (20-30 m day 3-6 m nightTropospheric delay:  2-3 m in zenith direction, 20-30 m at 5 deg elevation - depending on temperature, humidity, pressure, user height, terrain below SV signalModels can take out most of it1 -3 m difference from Ref to UserS/A:  C/A code 100 m accuracy absoluteDither - alter freq and phase of SV signalEpsilon - alter ephemeris dataCan be eliminated or reduced by DGPSCorrections lose accuracy over timeMultipath interferenceSignal bounces off other objects and interferes with straight line signalGood receivers use advanced signal processing and good antenna



What do we do about the differential Iono 
and Tropo errors?

Keep distances between base and rover short.
Assume that the remaining errors are the same at 
both base and rover
Greater the distance is, the less likely this assumption 
is to be valid



What do we do about the differential Iono 
and Tropo errors?

Model the iono and tropo 
Using observations from known stations, create a 
model of the biases
Concept used for creating the broadcast models for 
the tracking segment of GPS
Concept used for FAA WAAS Augmentation system 
on a national level
VRS Concept



Why use VRS/RTN™ ?

Extended operating range with improved initialisation 
and accuracy
Increased productivity
Eliminates need to establish reference station

Set-up, power, physical security become non-issues

Provides integrity monitoring
All users in common, established coordinate frame
Eliminates dependency on single reference station
Uses established communications 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Productivity lost through having to establish base station – locate co-ordinates, set up comms and power, provide security (additional person).Radio frequency and range issues.Battery charging. 
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VRS Data Flow

Reference station 
data streams back 
to server through 
LAN, Internet, or 
radio links

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 



VRS Data Flow
Roving receiver 
sends an NMEA 
string back to 
server using 
cellular modem. 
Virtual Reference 
Station position is 
established.

NMEA—GGA

VRS
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VRS Data Flow
Server uses VRS 
position to create 
corrected 
observables and 
broadcasts them 
to the rover
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Presentation Notes
 



VRS Data Flow

Rover surveying in 
normal RTK mode 
but data is relative 
to the VRS

VRS
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Presentation Notes
 



CSVSN Coverage Map



Full Time Monitoring - 24/7/365



Online Helpdesk



Real-Time Test Setup in the Network

Operation of rover (32 km from the nearest reference 
station) 
After each fix the RTK system outputs position data 
for 30 seconds
After that the RTK system initializes the ambiguity 
search again, no data from the past is used
All position output is stored on an extra PC and 
analyzed statistically



VRS Performance Analysis

Ref 3

Ref 1

70 km

Ref 2 Ref 4
Rover

- 90 hours day/night 
- Rover 32 km from Ref 3



Error in North – 32 km Baseline
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Error in East – 32 km Baseline
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Error in Height – 32 km Baseline
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RTK Initialization – 32 km Baseline
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Initialisation Times in the SAPOS Network
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Advantages of VRS/RTN™

Extended operating range with improved initialisation 
and accuracy
Increased productivity
Eliminates need to establish reference station

Set-up, power, physical security become non-issues

Provides integrity monitoring
All users in common, established coordinate frame
Eliminates dependency on single reference station
Uses established communications Cellular data 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Productivity lost through having to establish base station – locate co-ordinates, set up comms and power, provide security (additional person).Radio frequency and range issues.Battery charging. 



GPS Deformation Monitoring
Purpose:

To monitor and model the 
movement of man made and 
natural structures to prevent and 
warn against potential 
catastrophes using GPS and 
integrated sensors.
To monitor the integrity of high 
order geodetic networks



GPS Deformation Monitoring
Target Markets

Oilfield Subsidence
Dam deformation 
monitoring
Landslide monitoring
Volcano monitoring
Geodetic network 
monitoring



?
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